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Abstract

In this paper we consider a possible meclianism of strong distortions of longitu-
dinat phase space due to collcctive effects in an electron bundi passuig a magnetic
bunch compressor. Anaiytical expressions are dcrived for the case of a linear corn-
pres&ion. The main emphasis is put on analysis of coherent Synchrotron radiation
(CSR) effects.
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l Introduction

Magnetic bunch compressors are dcsigued to obtain short electron bunches with a higli

peak current for linac-based short-wavelength FELs [1-5] and future linear colliders [5-7].

Tlie basic principle of compression is very simple. A relativistic electron bunch accu-

mulates energy chirp while passing RF accelerating structures off-crest and then gets

longitudinally comptessed duc to an energy-dependent path length in the maguetic com-

pressor (for instance, in a chicaiie). Since, however, electron bunches are very short and

intensive, coüective effects like coherent Synchrotron radiation (CSR) (8] can senously

influence beain dynamics in compressors [9].

In the recent experiments with bunch compressors [10-12] the fragmentation of longitudi-

na! phase space has been observed. The self-consistent simulations [13] of beam dynamics

in the TESLA Test Facility (TTF) bunch compressor chicane (BOG), takiug into account

CSR effects, have also shown phase space fragmentation. It has been explaincd by stroug

enhancement of CSR effeüts due to the locally peaked (uon-Caussian) density distnbution

created during compression process because of RF nonlinearity (see also [14]).

It has been mentioned in [13] that another rnechanism can be considered which 1s also

relevant for the ideal linear RF modulation for, even without modulation). Namely, higli-

frequency components of the beam current spectruni (higher than typical inverse pulse

duration) ca.use energy rnodnlations at the same frequencies due to wakefields. The energy

modulation is converted into an induced density modulation while the beam is passing

tlie bunch compressor. If the wakefields are strong enough, the induced modulation can be

much larger than f,lie initial one. In other words, tlie System can be treated äs a high gain

klystron-like amplifier. The general tendency is that higher frequencies (to some extent)

are going to get amplified stronger so that they may become much better pronounced in

comparison with the case of undisturbed compression. Thus, the charge distributton and,

more generally, the longitudinal phase space can be essentially modified.

In this paper we study such a mechanism analytically in linear approximation. Since jt

is (lirficult to measure (simulate) small high-frequency perturbations in the initial state

of the beam, one cannof. exactly predict its final state, Thus, our goai is to calculate



(estimate) the gain äs a funct.ion of frequency. Jf the gain is large then one may expect

signifkant modifications of longitudinal phase space in the bunch compressor, and vice

versa. In gection 2 we study the dynamical aspect of the problem assuming linear energy

chirp along the beam and the given ampütudc of parasitic energy modulation at some

freciuency. In section 3 we consider the case whcn tliese energy perturbations are created

due to wakefields upstream of bunch compressor. In section 4 we thorongiily study CSR

in the bunch compressor chicane. Soine estirnates for TTF are presented in section 5.

2 Compression of l,he beam with linear energy chirp and superimposed si-
nusoida! modnlatiun

In tliis paper we consider ]-D model of the electron beam neglecting all the transverse

efiects. An imdisturbed phase space distributionof the beam with de current, linear energy

chirp along the beam and Gaussian energy spread can bc described with the following

function:

exp

where s is the coordinate along the beam (particles with positive values of 5 are placed

beliind the particle with s = 0), 70 — £o/(mc2) is the nominal energy in units of the

rest energy, m is electron's mass, c Is the velocity of light, 5f ~ (£ — £10)/(mc2) is the

energy deviation from the nominal value, a~, = a£j(mcr) is the rms local energy spread,

h = d(^7)/(7ods) describes linear energy chirp along the bearn, /0 is the beam cnrrent.

Normalization is chosen in such a way that after Integration over £7 we get the current.

We assume 70 to be large and consider small energy deviations Sj <£ 70 although formally

we let £7 extend from — oo tooo. The model of de current alkws us to exclude edge effects

fiom c.onsideratiou and to deal with small sinusoidal modulations.

To describe phase space transformatioii in the bunch compressor we iissume a linear

dependence of path length ,? in the compressor on £7/70 descrihed by compaction factor'

05 dB

Then a particle position in the beam before and after compression, S[ and Sf, are connected

by

.LP ^Sf = s, + KSG ' ~ •
7o

Tberefore, lo describe the final state of the beam we should substitute s in (1) by .s —

^56^7/7o- Then the new distribution will have the form of (1) where f . o^, and h are

substituted by CI, Ca-,, and Ch, respectively. Here C is the compression factor:

l

For compression one should provide /i/ü5ö < 0. For instance, /?56 < 0 for the chicane so that

!i has to be positive in this case. In addition, in this paper we restrict our consideratlon

by the condition l + hff^ö > 0. i.e. the beam is unclercompressed.

Now let us consider an energy modulation at some frequency uj on top of the linear chirp.

In front of the bunch compressor the phase space distribution has the form:

e x p < -

where k — w/c and A7 is the amplitude of energy modulation. As it was done above, we

substitute s l>y s — 7^6^7/7o to describe the chauge of distribution function in the bunch

compressor. Then we integrate over £7 in order to get current äs a function of s:

/o

1 Compaction factor is generally defincd for momeiitum deviations Sp/p0. For coiisideced here
ultrarelativistic case Sp/po — 6~i/~!o-



After change of variables x = [£7(1 + hRl6) - h^0s\e integral takes the following form:

d xexp < —

The integral of such a form is known to describe the process of density bunching starting

from initial sinusoidal energy modulation but without linear energy chirp (see, for instance,

[15]). Making Integration and Fouricr expansion, one gets:

l(s) = Ck l -l 2 £ Jn (nCfcfisa— ] exp {—^CWR^} cos(nffcs) . (2)
L ^i V To ) \ -]£j J

Here Jn is the Bessel function of nth order. Without compression (h -= 0, C = 1) the

expression (2) is reduced to the well-known one [15].

Analyzing (2) we see t hat the frequency ränge (of initial modulation), in which the beam

ca.n be effectively bunched, is limited by k < (CR56<r^/ffo)~l- Within this ränge the

condition Ck fi5fi[A7/T0 > l ineans that the beam is completely bunched and the phase

space is fragmented. For k ~ (CR^a*,/7ü)-1 this happens when A', > a.,. It is worth

mentioning that <77 atways standa for the initial energy spread (before compression).

In this paper we will use linear approximation assuming that Ck\R^ A7/70 <£ 1. This

leaves us with only the first harmonic of the beam current (Ji(X) ™ X j l ) :

where sgnfRspJ is the sign of 7?s6 and p,nd is tlie amplitude of the first harmonic in the

final state of the beam:

7o

l
(4)

We have conaidered here the model of infinitely long beam. The results of this paper can

be used for a bunch with h'nitc length a äs soon äs the following condition is satisfied:

l . (5)

Tlic influencc of beam emittance c on longitudinal dynamics is negligible when

keSJß « l , (G)

where Sc is tlie lengtli of a path through compressor and ß is the beta-function.

3 Wakefields upstream of a bunch eompressor

Let us assuine tbat upstream of tlie bunch compressor there 1s a small density perturbation

P\t some frequency:

Due to some Wakefields upstream of compressor the bearn gets modulated in energy at the

same frequency witli the amplitude AT. Describing the action of Wakefields by longitudinal

impedancc Z (k) we can connect the amplitudes of energy and density modulations äs

follows:

'A

where Z0 = 377 ü is the free-space impedance arid /A = 17 kA is the Alfveii current.

Then. using (4) we calculate the amplitude of the induced density modulation at the end

of bunch coiTipressor. In general case, to find final density modulation pt ane should sum

up induced modulation and (transforrned to the end of compressor) initial one, taking

care of phase relations, But in this paper we use approximation

In other words, pf ~ p-m^ and the gain in density modulation

is assumed to be high, G 3> l (otherwise the effect, considered in this paper, is not of

great importance). Under this approximation the gain depends neither on phase of Z ( k )



oor on sign of ß56 and is equal to

G - Ck\R^
\ Z ( k ) \p

For broadband nonresonant wakefields the product

of k. For such cases the maximal gain is acliieved al.

(9)

is usually a growing functiorj

(10)

The optimal final freqiiency (when the beam is compressed) roughly does not depend on

cornpression factor C. A crude estimat.c for the maximal gain is

(11)
(T-, /A

The term Io/(o-,I^) is proportional to a longitudiual brightness (particles density in ion-

gitudinal phase space). In practicc the phase space distribution can be of complex shape.

We note that the local energy spreacl should be taken for estirnations of amptification

effect.

4 CSR in tlie buneh compressor chicane

Wakefields can also exist inslde bunch compressors. We consider here cohercnt Synchrotron

radial ion whicli is an intrinsic feature of magnetic compressors. CSR effects can be mini-

niized there bui not avoided. Recently, CSR-iriduced beam instability in storage rings lias

been investigated [16]. That instability develops continuously, in sinall inciements, like

most instabilities of relativisüc electron bcams. We analyze here qnite different Situation

when the longitudinal phase space can be suddenly modified while the electrun beam is

passing a single element of the beamline. In tliis sense one can think of such an analogy

äs a kjystron versus a travelling-wave tube.

While the formulae of the previous section are pretty general and do not depend on a type

of the bunch compressor, in this section we liave to thoose a specific model. We consider

7

a siitimetric three-dipole chicane 2 where the first and the last dipoles have tlie length L<\

and the middle one is äs long äs 27,^. Tlie bending angle in the first dipole B is small,

0 ~ L,\/R <£ l (R is the bending radius), and the total length Lc of BCC satisnes ibc

condition

4Lri

The compaction factor can then be expressed in a simple form: 7?5fi = — Lc#2. To describe

CSR we use the steady-state model neglecting transient effccts. The domain of validity of

this model can be «slimaled on the base of results obtained in [17]:

(13)

assummg tha.t 'mequaüty 7o/kR 3> l always holds. We neglect tlie influence on CSR of

transverse beam size and of the screening effect of the vacuum chamber requJring tliat

[9,18]

(R/b- « fc « (14)

where b is the transverse size of vacuum chamber and CT_L is that of electron beam, defined

by emittance3 . Under the conditinns (13) and (14) the module of CSR impedancc in the

first ancl the last dipoles can be expressed äs [18]

and in the middle dipole i t is two times larger. Here !'(..,) is the completegamma-function.

The accepted model allows us to simpüfy calculation of the gajn. Indeed, nnder the con-

dition (12) we neglect longitudinal motion insMe the dipoles so that the density bunching

happens only betweeo dipoles. On the other hand, based on (13) we neglect CSR-induced

energy modulatlon outside the dipoles. Thus, we separate fhese two processes.

3 One can show that the condition (13) is sufficient to neglect disporsion Induced beam size in
tlie middle dipole



In the Framework of this model we consider the two-stage amplification in the bimch

coinpressor. Indeed. initial density perturbatioo (7) causes energy modulation according

l,o (S), (15). Then we get induced <lensity modulation at the entrance to the middle dipole.

We assume it to bc nrnch larger than the initial one. Tlien partially compressed beam

(compaction iactor is equal to R^/2) in the middle dipole gets again modulated in energy

at a new frequency:

IC k
C + l

where C is the total compre5sion factor of BCC. As a result, we have an induced density

modulation at a final frequency Ck io the end of BOG, which is again assumed to be

much larger than the modulation in the middle dipole. So, we assuine the gain in each

stage to be large and neglecl phase relations äs we did in the previous section.

The calculation of the gain in each stage is similar to that presented in the previous

section. The niain difference is that now the energy modulation linearly increases inside

dipoles. Therefore, a particle with a given energy deviation (at the end of the dipole} gets

t wo times smaller angular kick in comparison with the case when this energy deviation

exists in front of the dipoie. So, the gain is reduced by a factor of two in each stage.

Leaviug out the details of calculation, we present here the final result for the BCC gain

in deiisity modulation:

G -l (16)

where the optimal frequency is given by

,-i .. /3 ! c

C + l -,0

and the maximal gain is

(18)

Here a is numerical constant (e is the base of natural logarithm):

is the gain parameter:

/n

(7^/,

1/3
ToV" £.

and the function of compression factor, f i ( C ) , has the form:

/i(C) =

(19)

(20)

Since energy modulations are induced inside bunch compressor, one can also calculate the

gain in energy modulation. If there is a small perturbation with amplitude A7 in front

of BCC, it is converted into the density modulation at the entrance to the middle dipole.

There CSR induces energy modulation which ia assumed to be rrmch larger than the initial

one. Then the beam gets fürt her buuched in density whi ie moving to the entrance of the

last dipole. In that dipole the energy modulation is induced (much larger than that in the

middle dipole). The g<iin, defmed äs a ratio between final and initial amplitudes of energy

modnlalion, is then given by (16) with k0(,t given by (17). The maximal gain differs from

( I S ) and can be written äs

where

U/3

(22}

Functions /i(C') and /^(C) are shown in Fig. 1. Let us comment on the behaviour of these

functions. As we have already rnentioned, the final optimal frequency is aimost indepen-

clent of compression factor. The initial optimal frequency is lower when the compression

factor is larger, i.e. CSR is weaker in the first dipole. In addition, the bunching process is

less effective for lower frequencies. This explains why f i ( C ) decreases. The counteracting

10
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Fig. 1. The functions /[(C) (curvc l) and /2fC') (curve 2}

process is the growth of thc beam current during compression. In the last dipole CSR

effects are stronger for larger cornpression factor. This is important for the gain in energy

modulation. As a result, function fo hardly depeods on C in practically interesting region.

It is worth mentioning tliat final density (energy) modulations are defined by the gain

and by initial modulations. When C is larger, the gain curve is shiftcd towards lower

freqnencies wbere the components of the faeam spectrum are larger, in general. Therefore,

oue may expect stronger pcrturbations of the longitudinal phase spare in the final state

of the beam when cornpression factor is larger. For the same reason (larger initial rnod-

ulations) the strengest effect may be observed not at the optimal frequency but at lower

frequeDcies.

i i

5 Estimates for TTF

The simple model considered in this paper is not capable of the detailed explaining the

experimentaf results obtained at the TTF at DESY. This can only be done with the

help of numerical Simulation codes based on moie compiicated models. We w i l l try to

make simple estimates indicating possible important effects that can lead to the observed

fragmentationof longitudinal phase space. Since i t is adifficult task to calculate impedance

budget upstream of and inside the TTF bunch compressor, we will concentrate 011 the

space charge field in tlie iujector and CSR in tlie BCC. Sonie parameters of the beam are

not known exactly (iike a local energy spread u^) but can strongly influence the results.

The reader is invited to make alternative estimates.

First, we estimate the longitudinal space charge field in the injector which consists of

the laser-driven RF gun, a superconducting booster cavity accelerating thc beam up to

7i„i ~ 30, and a 8 m drift space. Then follows a Standard TESLA superconducting module

where the beam is accelerated up to 70 ~ 250. The module is followed by a four-dipole

chicane with the compaction factor R$G — —20 cm. We coiisider the beam behind the

booster cavity with the following parametcrs: /0 — 60 A and a^ = 0.03. We do not

analyze processes in the gun and in the booster cavity, we only assume that there are

some density perturbations p\t different frequencies k just behiiid tlie booster cavity.

Due to tlie longitudinal space charge fields in tlie drift space the energy modulations are

induced, then the beam is quickly accelerated in the module where the space charge fields

becorae neghgible. !n the BCC the energy modulations are converted into induced density

modulations so tliat we can estimate the maximal gain in density modulation.

An important parameter for calculatioa of the space charge field is p = k&L/Knj, where

17 1 is the transverse beam size in the drift space. We assume p to be small thus dealing

with a "pencil" beam for which the amplitude of euergy modulation A? changes along

the longitudinal position z äs follows:

For a L ~ l mm in the drif t space the valueof p ~ 1. J imit ingthc approximation of pencil"



beam, is achieved at k l ~ 30 /im. For much higher frequencies we have "pancake" beam

liinit for wliidi the longitudinal spare charge field clccreases with frequency.

The space charge cannot be simply considered äs a wakefield becanse we have to take into

account plasma oscillations. For "pencil" beam the wavelength of these oscillations Ap is

given by:

/o( j In ri| + const.)

Maximal energy modulation is achieved after a quarter of oscillation, at a distance Ap/4,

and is equal to

It

For estimation of maximal amplification effect we assume t hat plasma oscillations gct

quickly fronen at this optimal phase in the accelerating module. Eslimate (24) can only

be used for the frequencies satisfying the requirement that Ap/4 is shorter than the length

of the drift space. From (23} we estimate the limiting frequency at k~L — 200 /(m. For

lower frequencies the energy modulation s will be smaller than (24). Thus, the frequcncy

ränge where we can have maximal energy modulation (24) for the same amplitude of

deusity modulation pj is estimated to be 30 ^m< k~i < 200 ftm.

No w we can use the resuits of section 3. First, we use formula (10) to estimate the

frequency at which the highest gain is achieved: (Ckopt)~l — 25 fim. Therefore, for a

wide ränge of compression factor values we can use (24) äs a good estimate. Second, we

compare (8) and (24) and obtain that we can use the expression

const.)

instead of impedance \Z(k)\/Zo to get a maximal gain a.ccording to (11). Leaving out

(he logarithm and the numerical factors we obtain au order of magnitucle estimate of the

maximal gain:

13

Substituting the uumbers into this formula we obtain that the maximal gaiu in density

modulation is of the Order of ten.

Now let us considet CRR in the bunch compressor. First, we calculate the gain parameter

gn (see (19)). For the dipole length LA = 0.5 m and the bcnding radius R = 1.5 m we

obtain <fo ~ 1.6. Then, using (21) and Fig. l we estimate tlie gain in energy modulation

at 5 to 7 depending 011 compression factor.

Despile the fact that our simple estimates do not result in a very high gain, they indicate

tliat the electrou beam at TTF is bright enough for essenlial parasitic modifications of

the longitudinal phase space. They also show that space charge in the injector and CSR

in the bunch compressor can influence the longitudinal beam dynansics on the scale much

shorter than the bunch length (which is about 2-3 mm in front of the BCC). Thus, these

effects should be studied carefully. EfFects of the wakefields in electrodynamic environmeiit

raust be also investigated.
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